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Abstract
The concept of personal data – any informaton relatng to an identfed or identfable natural
person – is a cornerstone of the European data protecton framework since its very incepton. The
processing of personal data is a condito sine qua non for the applicability of EU data protecton
law. Despite the crucial importance of the noton, the boundaries of the concept are ofen blurry.
Ascertaining whether data is personal frequently depends on each individual processing’s concrete
context and characteristcs. As a result of the contextual and relatve character of the noton of
personal data, in cases dealing with indirect identfability, much is lef to the discreton of the
interpreter.
European doctrine and jurisprudence favour an expansive interpretaton of the noton of personal
data. In partcular, the identfability threshold is seen as very low; at the same tme, the ways in
which the informaton can be said to be relatng to a natural person are manifold. The
combinaton between the low identfability threshold, and of the wide range of ways to satsfy the
requirement for a relatonal link between data and natural person, leads to an extremely wide
material scope for EU data protecton legislaton. Data protecton is thus becoming, it has been
argued, ‘the law of everything’.
This paper responds to the growing concerns surrounding the perceived over-inclusiveness of the
noton of personal data, suggestng a balanced approach to its interpretaton. It starts by defning
the concept of personal data in EU data protecton, taking into account law, doctrine, and
jurisprudence. It then delves into the two most crucial elements of the concept of personal data:
identfability, and the connecton that must link informaton and natural person to make the data
personal. The paper concludes by providing a balanced reading of the concept of personal data,
pleading for a nuanced approach to its interpretaton.

1. Introducton
The concept of personal data, defned as ‘any informaton relatng to an identfed or identfable
natural person’, is core to the European data protecton framework since its very incepton.[2] The
qualifcaton of data as personal is a condito sine qua non for processing to be considered within
the material scope of the General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR), and thus for the applicability
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of EU data protecton law.[3] Despite the crucial importance of the noton, its boundaries are
however ofentmes blurry. Ascertaining whether data is personal frequently depends on each
individual processing’s context and characteristcs. The qualifcaton of data as personal is
contextual: the same piece of informaton can be anonymous in one moment in tme and personal
in another.[4] As a result of the relatve character of the noton of personal data, much is lef to
the discreton of the interpreter.
Doctrine and jurisprudence appear to favour an expansive interpretaton of the noton of personal
data, setng a very low identfability threshold. On one hand, according to the GDPR,[5]
identfability must be ascertained taking into account every means reasonably likely to be used by
the data controller or by any other person. On the other hand, the suitability of anonymisaton as
a protecton mechanism, and of anonymity as a basis for policy, have been subject to intense
doctrinal critcism,[6] especially following a number of successful re-identfcaton atacks[7]
performed on (purportedly) anonymised datasets.[8]
At the same tme, the ways in which the informaton can be said to be relatng to a natural person
are manifold: informaton can relate to a natural person not only by virtue of its content, but also
due to the purpose of the processing, or of its result.[9] Depending on each individual processing
instance, all data can thus potentally become personal. The combinaton of the low identfability
threshold and the wide range of ways in which data can relate to a person can lead to an
extremely wide material scope of EU data protecton legislaton. Data protecton can become, it
has been argued, ‘the law of everything’,[10] used to tackle problems which it was originally not
meant to solve.
This paper responds to the growing concerns surrounding the perceived over-inclusiveness of the
noton of personal data,[11] highlightng the elements that can be used to develop a balanced
approach to its interpretaton. The concept of personal data was drafed to be broad and
technology-neutral enough to avoid leaving any personal data processing instance unprotected. Its
boundaries are elastc, and their extension depends on the reading given by the interpreter, and
eventually by the courts. Ultmately, doctrine and jurisprudence bind the reading of the law, and
concur in setng the concrete extension of the concept of personal data. I argue that, while the
noton of personal data lends itself to the possibility of an overly expansive interpretaton, there is
also room to construe it narrowly enough to withstand the tests to come.
While investgatons on the tenability of the noton of personal data as a regulatory instrument are
certainly necessary and welcome, the General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR) has just started
being applicable and is expected to remain in force for quite some tme. It seems thus necessary,
in consideraton of the concern about the breadth of the noton of personal data, to also highlight
the elements that can prevent its overextension in the short run. Several authors pointed out the
inconsistencies of the concept of personal data, sometmes advocatng for a regulatory overhaul;
[12] less atenton has been given to how to ensure the tenability of the noton within the current
framework. The paper starts by defning the concept of personal data under EU data protecton
law. It then delves into the critques raised towards its two most crucial elements: identfability,
and the link between informaton and natural person. The paper concludes by providing the
elements for a balanced reading of the noton of personal data, pleading for a nuanced approach
in its interpretaton.

2. Personal data in EU data protecton law
Personal data is defned, within the EU data protecton framework, as ‘any informaton relatng to
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an identfed or identfable natural person’.[13] An identfable natural person is one that can be
identfed, directly or indirectly, by reference to a direct identfer, such as a name or an
identfcaton number, or by a combinaton of indirect identfers, e.g. locaton data, IP addresses,
or other factors specifc to her identty.[14] As the Artcle 29 Working Party (A29WP) highlights,
there are thus four core components to the noton of personal data:[15] informaton, a natural
person, identfability, and a link (‘relatng to’) connectng the informaton and the data subject.
Those components are cumulatve: each is necessary to qualify data as personal. Lacking one or
more of those components (e.g. the identfability of the natural person to which the informaton
relates, or the ‘relatng to’ link between informaton and natural person) the data is not personal.
The boundaries of the concept of personal data depend on the interpretaton of, and the relaton
between, those four concepts.
The notons of informaton and of natural person as defned in EU data protecton law will be
examined more briefy than the concept of identfability, or the link connectng data and data
subject, since their legal constructon within the current legal framework makes them less prone
to be modulated by interpretatve means. Any kind of informaton,[16] regardless of its nature,
content, format or the medium in which it is contained, can qualify as personal. It does not need
to be truthful or objectve, nor secret or private, nor kept in a partcular format or medium. Any
sort of data can be personal, if it relates to an identfable natural person: EU data protecton law
constructs the concept of informaton (or data, which it treats as synonyms)[17] as broadly as
possible.[18] What consttutes a natural person, on the other hand, does not seem to raise
partcular problematcs in respect to the extension of the material scope of data protecton law,
[19] and is mostly lef for MS law to determine.
The plastcity of the noton of personal data within the current legal framework derives mostly
from the possibility to interpret identfability and the meaning of ‘relatng to’, rather than the (allencompassing) view of informaton adopted by EU data protecton law, or the qualifcaton of
what consttutes a natural person.
2.1 ‘Relatng to’
The data and the natural person must be connected by a link: the informaton must be relatng to
the data subject. That does not necessarily mean that the content of the informaton must identfy
the data subject. The wording ‘relatng to’ delineates a broader range of ways in which
informaton can connect to a person. There are indeed three ways in which data can relate to the
person: through its content, but also through its purpose, or the result of its processing.[20] Those
ways are alternatve: one sufces to link the data and the natural person.[21]
Informaton relates to a data subject when its content is about that specifc natural person,
regardless of its actual purpose or impact, ‘the most obvious and common understanding in a
society of the word ‘relate’’.[22] An identty card, for instance, is personal data in that its content
is about a natural person, to which it links irrespectve of the purpose or result of the processing;
likewise, a medical analysis relates to the patent by virtue of its content, notwithstanding the
purpose or result of the processing.
Data can also relate to the data subject when, despite not being about him or her by virtue of the
content element, it is used or likely to be used with the purpose of evaluatng, infuencing, or
generatng consequences for that natural person. The readings of the accelerometer in a smart
phone, despite being about the phone, can very well become personal data, for instance when
processed by a ftness app, ‘with the purpose to evaluate, treat in a certain way or infuence the
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status or behaviour of an individual’.[23]
The result element links the informaton and the data subject where, despite not being about that
natural person, nor meant to be used with a partcular purpose concerning her, the data will have,
or is likely to have, an impact or efect on the data subject. It is not necessary for the impact to be
major: ‘It is sufcient if the individual may be treated diferently from other persons as a result of
the processing of such data’.[24] The result of the processing, whichever the content or the
original purpose of the informaton, can thus render any kind of data personal. Asset monitoring
through sensors involves data whose content is about the asset monitored, processed with the
purpose of monitoring that asset. However, if such assets are entrusted to a natural person by her
employer, then the data could arguably be used with the additonal purpose of evaluatng the
employee’s performance, and would thus be considered as relatng to the employee.
The GDPR’s text does not explicitly construe the ‘relatng to’ link as being integrated by content,
purpose, and/or result. The currently[25] dominant interpretaton of what ‘relatng to’ means
derives from the A29WP Opinion on the concept of personal data.[26] While the A29WP’s
Opinions are not binding, they do carry a large degree of signifcance in EU data protecton
doctrine and practce. The Court of Justce of the European Union (CJEU), the chief judicial
authority of the EU, tasked with ensuring uniform interpretaton of EU law, itself implicitly
adhered to the constructon of the relatonal te set forth by the A29WP’s Opinion on the concept
of personal data in its YS and Nowak judgements,[27] and explicitly referred to another A29WP
opinion in the recent Jehovan todistajat case.[28] Natonal courts and supervisory authorites
consider them in their proceedings, too. The A29WP’s interpretaton of the wording ‘relatng to’,
and of the noton of personal data tout court, is thus prominent in the European data protecton
milieu, cemented by the CJEU’s interpretaton in the YS and Nowak cases.
It is hence not only the content that qualifes the informaton as relatng to a natural person, but
also the purpose of its processing, or its (likely) result. To integrate the defniton of personal data,
and thus to trigger the applicability of the GDPR, the natural person to which the informaton
relates must however be also identfed or identfable.
2.2 Identfed or identfable
A natural person is considered identfed when isolated from a group of reference, and identfable
when it has not, despite the concrete possibility to do so. EU data protecton law applies in both
cases: the mere possibility to identfy the natural person to whom the informaton refers is
sufcient to trigger the applicability of the GDPR, it is not necessary for the data subject to be
identfed already.[29]
Data subjects can be identfable both directly or indirectly. Identfcaton is performed through
pieces of informaton commonly called ‘identfers’,[30] which can be either direct or indirect.
Direct identfers are data that identfes a single individual, either without additonal informaton
(e.g. my employee ID number) or by cross-correlatng it with other informaton.[31] Indirect
identfers are data that does not allow the identfcaton of the data subject on its own, but can
reduce the sample to which the data subject belongs untl, by correlatng enough indirect
identfers, he or she becomes unique within the record and can thus be singled out.[32]
According to the GDPR, to establish identfability, account should be taken of all the means
reasonably likely to be used to identfy the data subject, directly or indirectly. To ascertain
whether such means are reasonably likely to be used, the interpreter should consider all objectve
factors inherent to the processing, considering both the available technology at the tme of the
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processing and the foreseeable technological developments.[33] Such means, furthermore, do not
need to be used directly by the controller to be relevant for the identfability test, but can be
employed by either the data controller or by another person as well.[34] The wording of Recital 26
‘suggests that, for informaton to be treated as ‘personal data’ […] it is not required that all the
informaton enabling the identfcaton of the data subject must be in the hands of one person’.
[35]

3. The potental over-infaton of the concept of personal data
The concept of personal data, as summarised above, is very wide:[36] its defniton is broad and
contextual, highly dependent on the reader’s interpretaton. It is also largely technology-neutral,
in that it is applicable to any kind of data type and processing technique, and covers situatons
where the identfcaton of the data subject is merely potental (e.g. when the natural person to
whom the informaton refers is indirectly identfable through the means available by a person
other than the controller).
Several authors have thus pointed out, directly or indirectly, the defciencies of the noton of
personal data, highlightng how its current normatve, doctrinal, and judicial constructon may
backfre in the near future, overly infatng the material scope of EU data protecton law. This
secton briefy accounts for those critques, which mainly involved two elements of the noton of
personal data: identfability and its threshold, and the meaning of the syntagm ‘relatng to’.

3.1 Does everything relate to everybody?
The A29WP’s opinion on the concept of personal data, and the assentng jurisprudence (i.e. the YS
and Nowak cases), clarifed how the ‘relatng to’ link between informaton and natural person can
be constructed by the data’s content, purpose, or (likely) result. Both the A29WP[37] and the
CJEU[38] interpreted ‘relatng to’ in a broad manner, which gave rise to academic concern
regarding the efects of such interpretaton on the noton of personal data, and thus on the
material scope of EU data protecton law.
Purtova, for instance, claims that ‘in the age of the Internet of Things, datafcaton, advanced data
analytcs and data-driven decision-making, any informaton relates to a person in the sense of
European data protecton law’.[39] Granted, ‘some informaton is perceived as relevant more
easily’,[40] but ‘when increasing amounts of data are gathered in real tme from increasingly
connected environments, intended to be used in automated decision-making about us, and we do
not know how the autonomous self-learning and self-managing computers draw meaning from
data, we should always reasonably assume that any informaton is likely to relate to a person,
since we cannot eliminate this possibility with certainty’.[41] Purtova argues that, in a ‘‘smart’ city
where all aspects of the environment and people living in it are datfed, and the inhabitants are
subjected to a certain treatment in real tme based on processing of the data, from the speed at
which escalators are running to promote physical actvity to the warmth and intensity of street
lightng to prevent undesirable behaviour to targeted policing’,[42] many categories of
informaton which are not generally considered as ‘relatng to’ natural persons will be increasingly
linked with individual data subjects. ‘In such a world, any informaton within the ‘smart’
environment can be used and all informaton is likely to be used with the purpose of adaptng the
environment and impactng people’.[43]
Playing the ‘devil’s advocate’, Purtova then highlights how a literal interpretaton of the noton of
personal data, and of the currently dominant doctrine and jurisprudence framing it, may render
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personal data also informaton traditonally not seen as personal, e.g. ‘rainfall per hour,
temperature, wind directon and speed, together referred to as ‘weather’’,[44] in the context of
‘smart cites’ and other large-scale ‘smart’ environments. She maintains that weather data is
indeed informaton, and that – despite the fact that its content is not about a natural person – it
may very well be used with a purpose involving (or likely to involve) a natural person.[45] Even
when the purpose of the weather data processing does not involve a natural person, she argues
that its result is likely to make it relate to people.[46] In such a ‘smart city’ context, Purtova
assumes, weather data will thus relate to natural persons by virtue of its purpose or of its result.
It can be argued that such a reading can be overly broad, partcularly if coupled with the low
identfability threshold discussed below. That line of reasoning could potentally lead to
incongruous consequences even if one does not consider that, as Purtova does, ‘the ‘narratves of
a frictonless world that surrepttously adjusts the environment to the needs and desires of its
users’ are steadily on the way out of the realm of science fcton’.[47] Such expansive
interpretaton of the ‘relatng to’ link, and therefore of the noton of personal data, does not need
to be applied to the data processed by a futuristc self-adaptng ‘smart’ environment to make the
material scope of the GDPR go haywire. Let us say that a person has a car insurance contract with
an insurance company, and that the insurance premium varies according to the residence or
domicile of the insured party. Such premium would be calculated according to a number of
factors. Let us also say that one of them is the yearly average precipitatons’ amount in the area –
more rain might lead to more car accidents, and thus to a higher risk for the insurance company,
that would factor that into its algorithm. Can we also claim that the yearly precipitatons’ average
rate of the area, as processed by the insurance company’s algorithm, is the customer’s personal
data? It is informaton, the customer is a natural person who is readily identfable, and the data
can be used with the purpose of calculatng the user’s premium, having the result of making him
pay less or more. In light of the defniton of personal data set by the GDPR, and of its
interpretaton as given by the A29WP,[48] precipitaton rates could thus be argued as being
customers’ personal data. That line of reasoning is of course quite extreme, if not plainly absurd,
but it can be sustained by relying on an extensive interpretaton of the law and its doctrine and
jurisprudence.

3.2 Is everyone identfable?
The natural person to which the informaton relates must also be either already identfed or just
identfable for the defniton of personal data to be integrated, and thus for the GDPR to be
applicable. Many authors, from diferent disciplines,[49] have however pointed out how the
anonymity/identfability dichotomy (on which the noton of personal data is based) is ofentmes
blurry, warning that the line separatng an anonymous person from an identfable one is thinner
than generally assumed. At the same tme, the constructon of the identfability requirement in
EU data protecton law, doctrine, and jurisprudence, is quite expansive, so that the threshold afer
which to consider someone as identfed or identfable is quite low.
Any person – not just the controller or processor – can have the capability to identfy a data
subject. According to a strict interpretaton of EU data protecton law, controllers dealing with
indirect identfers must therefore consider, along with their own identfcaton capabilites, the
ones available to any other subject.[50] If one considers, for instance, the possibility for the
controller to contact the competent authority to identfy people when necessary to initate
criminal proceedings,[51] or the existence and operaton of private investgaton frms, it appears
evident how the identfability test adopted by EU data protecton law and jurisprudence can
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potentally have a very low threshold.
The means that the controller or any other person can theoretcally use to identfy the natural
person to which the informaton relates are all the ones available at the tme of processing,
considering the state of the art, if likely reasonably to be used.[52] In determining reasonable
likelihood, account should be taken of all objectve factors involving the processing at hand. As the
CJEU stated in the Breyer case, the only instances where means are considered not likely
reasonably to be used are the practcal impossibility or the illegality of the means considered.[53]
EU data protecton therefore sets, prima facie, an extremely low threshold for considering such
natural person identfable. In combinaton with the many ways in which informaton can be
qualifed as ‘relatng to’ a natural person, this results in an expansive reading of the noton of
personal data. At the same tme, the faith held in the anonymity/identfability dichotomy – and
therefore on the noton of personal data – has been, to some extent, waning away.[54]
The constant increase in the availability of auxiliary data, technological development, and knowhow, contributed in rendering the border between identfability and anonymity somehow fuzzy.
Tracking individuals, ofine and online, has proven to be a lucratve endeavour:[55] an entre
industry is focused on researching and developing ways to render people identfable for a
plethora of purposes, from behavioural advertsing to cybersecurity to law enforcement. At the
same tme, computng became ubiquitous,[56] thanks to smartphones and wearables, and
everyday objects are increasingly being networked and digitalised. Physical spaces are being
increasingly instrumented with sensors, in a merger between code and space[57] – from the
Internet of Things to the so-called ‘smart city’.
Anonymisaton – the process of irreversibly turning personal data into anonymous data[58] – has
also been under heavy scrutny. Ohm’s stance[59] provides an egregious summary of the concerns
surrounding anonymisaton. Moving from the example given by three widely-known reidentfcaton atacks,[60] Ohm worries that some powerful actors will eventually create a giant
‘database in the sky’, constantly feeding it with additonal data untl singling out specifc
individuals within ‘anonymised’ datasets becomes easy[61] due to the amount of supplementary
informaton available. It is essentally impossible to know the auxiliary informaton an adversary
has at its disposal,[62] and thus threat modelling and the quantfcaton of the risk of reidentfcaton are intrinsically arbitrary. It has been also held[63] that the expertse level needed to
perform a re-identfcaton atack, partcularly when plenty of auxiliary informaton is available to
the atacker, is not as sophistcated as to consttute a sizeable barrier anymore.
A dataset’s utlity and the privacy it guarantees are moreover inherently at odds:[64] signifcant
gains in confdentality (e.g. through obfuscaton, generalisaton, or aggregaton) are bound to
diminish considerably the dataset’s granularity (and thus utlity), and vice versa. In statstcal
databases, furthermore, it has been shown[65] how it is impossible to formally guarantee that
access to the database cannot enable an atacker to learn anything about an individual that could
not be learned without access to the database, due to the atacker possibility to exploit auxiliary
informaton.[66] In any scenario where the atacker’s capabilites are not constrained by reference
to an artfcial threat model there will always be auxiliary informaton that, in conjuncton with
statstcal data, allows to infer the identty of an unidentfed subject, or some previously
unidentfed atributes of a known one.
Recital 26 of the GDPR, similarly to what Recital 26 of the Data Protecton Directve (DPD), models
the potental atacker as the data controller plus ‘another person’. It is not necessary that the
means necessary to identfy a data subject (e.g. auxiliary data contained in a private record) are
directly available to the controller: they can be available to another person.[67] Those means must
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also be ‘likely reasonably to be used’, which has been interpreted very broadly by the CJEU: only
practcal impossibility and illegality can rule out the means considered as available to the
controller or to another person.[68] That appears partcularly far reaching if one considers that, in
many cases, the ‘other persons’ whose means would have to be considered will be competent
authorites, which ofen have the means to coerce informaton disclosure from third partes.
EU data protecton law and jurisprudence adopt a very broad implicit adversarial model when
framing indirect identfability’s threshold, and thus consequently anonymity’s one. It has been
underlined how, for the GDPR, almost anyone[69] could be the adversary – the subject atemptng
the re-identfcaton of a record, or the one possessing the auxiliary informaton necessary to that
purpose.[70] Data controllers must model their own identfcaton capabilites assuming that they
will be deemed as able to get to any auxiliary informaton available to any third party, unless
practcally impossible or illegal.[71] A literal interpretaton of EU data protecton law and
jurisprudence thus leans towards an absolute (or objectve) stance on anonymity, where a person
is considered identfable by the controller if anyone can identfy him or her, as opposed to a
relatve (or subjectve) constructon,[72] where the person is considered identfable only if the
controller itself has the means to do so.

4. Narrowing down personal data
The normatve defniton of personal data can thus be interpreted extremely broadly. It is, indeed,
largely a mater of interpretaton: the law in itself is dead leter, it is the reading given by the actor
that applies it – the interpreter – that makes it ‘living’, ft to solve conficts and to regulate
behaviour. What will concretely set its scope is its interpretaton by the qualifed interpreter – the
courts, lawyers, and all the actors involved in data processing endeavours. ‘(W)ords do not bind
the interpreters; rather the interpreters give meaning to the words. […] The critcal people are the
users, not the writers, of words’.[73]
The interpreter is thus fundamental in defning the material scope of data protecton law.
Doctrinal and jurisprudental producton[74] can provide enough directon to guide the interpreter
through an educated determinaton of what is personal and what is not. In this regard, despite
adoptng an apparently objectve[75] and formalist[76] approach to identfcaton, and a wide
reading of the relatonal link, the A29WP also clarifes a few interpretatve criteria to avoid the
over-infaton of the concept of personal data. Likewise, the CJEU jurisprudence that can be read
as opening up the door for an unchecked expansion of the material scope of EU data protecton
law does not have to be necessarily interpreted as extensively as recent literature suggests.[77]
While some elements of the doctrinal and judicial constructon of the noton of personal data can
indeed be framed as all-encompassing, the same literature and case law also contain guidance on
how to keep them in check.
4.1 Flexibility by Design in the GDPR
The noton of personal data, to begin with, must be interpreted within its broader framework of
reference – EU data protecton law.[78] This means that the fnality of data protecton[79] must be
taken into account when delimitng the scope of the noton of personal data.[80] The GDPR lays
down rules relatng to the protecton of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal
data, and rules about the free movement of personal data. It protects fundamental rights and
freedoms, and sets out that the free movement of personal data within the EU must not be
restricted nor prohibited for reasons connected with data protecton.[81] As the A29WP pointed
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out, the law’s subject mater and objectves play a substantve role in determining how to apply its
provisions to a number of situatons where the rights of individuals are not at risk.[82] That
appears to be even more true when considering the introducton of the so-called risk-based
approach,[83] which provides for additonal fexibility in the law’s applicaton.
Even when data is personal, the applicability and applicaton of the GDPR are conditoned by
several exemptons and derogatons. Aside from what is tout court excluded from the GDPR’s
material and territorial scopes,[84] EU data protecton embeds a degree of fexibility that mitgates
the width of the defniton of personal data it adopts, or the consequences thereof.[85] The
breadth of the noton of personal data should not automatcally lead to overstretching the scope
of the GDPR, nor to the applicaton of its rules to situatons which were not meant to be regulated
through data protecton law.[86] At the same tme, an overly restrictve interpretaton of the
concept[87] should be avoided, in that it would deprive individuals from the protecton that the
legislator meant them to receive.[88]
Apart from the holistc approach to the GDPR, and the teleological reading of the concept of
personal data in light of the functon of the right to data protecton, there are additonal factors
that can guide the interpreter in determining the extent of the noton of personal data in a
reasonable manner. Data protecton law does not apply to personal data in a vacuum, but to its
processing. That is to say that each concrete processing instance has additonal context that is
bound to be considered when determining whether the data is personal. Each distnct case has
additonal contextual elements that, read through the interpretatve canons provided by law,
doctrine, and jurisprudence, (co)determine the informaton’s personal (or anonymous) nature.[89]
European data protecton law is a highly convoluted framework, cutng through diferent
normatve levels, and operatng across many jurisdictons. While legal certainty is undoubtedly an
objectve to pursue, the complexity of the normatve framework of reference derives from the
intricacy of the mater at hand: balancing the right to data protecton with the free movement of
data. The contextual and relatve character of the defniton of personal data, while possibly
detrimental to legal certainty, allows European data protecton to be fexible and technologyneutral enough not to leave any data processing situaton that can have an impact on individuals
outside of its scope. There is, in other words, a natural and unavoidable trade-of between the
fexibility of data protecton law and the legal certainty that a narrower noton of personal data
would grant.[90]
4.2 The interacton between identfability and the ‘relatng to’ link
Any informaton – regardless of its content – can be used for a purpose involving an individual, or
can be processed in a way that results in an impact for a natural person. Any kind of data can
possibly relate to people. That does not, however, sufce to make the informaton personal data
on its own: the natural person to which it refers must also be identfed or identfable. I argue
that, in situatons where the ‘relatng to’ link is integrated by the purpose or result elements, its
interacton with the identfability requirement functons as a logical limit to the potental overinfaton of the concept of personal data, and thus of the material scope of EU data protecton law.
[91]
When the relatonal link between informaton and natural person is justfed through purpose or
result, rather than through content, additonal informaton will necessarily be required to render
such person identfed or identfable, and thus the data personal. When the informaton relates to
the data subject due to its content, the very substance of the informaton may lead to the
identfability of the data subject – its content is about that specifc person in that it has
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biographical signifcance. An employee ID identfes through its content, no mater how it will be
used, or the result its processing will have. When the relatonal link is given by the result or the
purpose one, however, additonal informaton will always be necessitated to satsfy the
identfability requirement, and hence the defniton of personal data. When the link is consttuted
by the purpose or the result of the informaton, the data becomes personal only when coupled
with auxiliary data whose content leads to the identfability of the related natural person. If the
data could lead to the identfability of the data subject on its own, the relatonal link would be
integrated by the content element, without the need to recur to the purpose or result ones.
In a way, qualifying the data as relatng to a natural person through the purpose or result element
naturally leads to a higher identfability threshold than the one required when the informaton
relates to the data subject through its content. To be clear, the relatonship test and the
identfability test are undoubtedly diferent assessments, aiming at evaluatng two distnct
components of the noton of personal data. What I argue is that the ‘relatng to’ and the
identfability elements of the concept of personal data are logically related, ted together, so that
the potental expansive efect of the ‘relatng to’ element of noton of personal data as framed by
the Artcle 29 Working Party[92] and by the CJEU in the Nowak case is reined in through the
identfability test.
If the content of a given set of data does not relate to the data subject, and the link must be found
in its purpose or result, the identfcaton of the data subject will necessarily have to happen
through auxiliary informaton: the data is not about the natural person in itself[93]. Since direct
identfers relate to the data subject due to their content, there is never the need to qualify them
as relatng to the data subject due to their purpose or result – the elements that justfy the
relatonal link are alternatve, not cumulatve. Data deemed as relatng to a natural person due to
its purpose or result, but not to its content, needs however to be ted to additonal auxiliary
informaton that render the person identfed or identfable to become personal.
In other words, the informaton must be actually relatng to an identfable data subject, not
merely relatable.[94] The wording of the defniton of personal data is clear: while the person can
be just identfable, the informaton must be necessarily related, not just relatable. The legislator
explicitly avoided referring to the mere possibility of a relaton, requiring an actual link between
the informaton and the identfed or identfable natural person. If the link is satsfed through the
content element, then of course the informaton and the natural person will be related, not just
relatable – the informaton is about the person in the most literal sense. Even when the relatonal
link is integrated by the purpose or result elements, the data will stll have to be actually related to
a specifc person, rather than just relatable. That must necessarily happen through additonal
auxiliary informaton that makes the data subject individually distnct from the group of individuals
to which the informaton is just relatable.
Data protecton is an individual right,[95] its collectve dimension currently marginal. It is meant to
protect individuals, rather than the groups to which they belong. It does not protect all subjects to
which an atribute (e.g. afuence, or being a single mother) pertains, as a collectvity, but does
shield them from the moment where they become personally identfable. Therefore, even if any
informaton can possibly relate to natural persons due to its purpose or its result, despite the fact
that its content does not relate to a natural person by itself, the data always needs to be actually
ted to auxiliary informaton connectng it with the data subject interested by that concrete
processing instance to become personal. Data about things may very well become personal data,
but only when it can be ted through auxiliary data to an identfed or identfable natural person in
a specifc processing instance.
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The interacton between the ‘relatng to’ link and the identfability requirement makes it so that
the confguraton of the ‘relatng to’ nexus as satsfed by virtue of the purpose or result element,
rather than by the content one, leads to the necessity of a higher amount of auxiliary informaton
to integrate the noton of personal data. In a way, it functons as a system to diferentate data
about people from data about a person, and hence data which is encompassed by the material
scope of EU data protecton law from informaton that is not. Granted, however, data about
people can become data about a person, if so processed: the qualifcaton of data as personal (or,
conversely, anonymous) must be performed considering the informaton within its lifecycle, rather
than statcally.
4.2.1 Data lifecycle
If any informaton can somehow relate to natural persons, and identfying someone is gradually
becoming easier and easier, then all data can potentally be personal, and data protecton’s scope
becomes gargantuan. Such concern is legitmate, and a valid argument to make when questoning
the regulatory structure and mechanics on which EU data protecton is based; less so when
applied to the concrete determinaton of what personal data within an actual processing instance
is. Even if it is true that all data can become personal data, that does not mean that such data is
personal all the tme. Informaton relatng to a natural person by virtue of the purpose or result
elements will not necessarily be personal throughout its entre lifecycle.
Data has indeed a lifecycle:[96] it gets created, collected, processed, re-shaped, aggregated,
stored, and eventually deleted. When it links to a natural person through its content, it will likely
do so throughout its lifecycle, unless the content changes. When the informaton is linked to the
natural person only through the purpose or result elements, it will relate to them just for a specifc
segment of its lifecycle. A passport number, data whose content relates to an individual, will keep
relatng to that individual throughout its entre lifecycle. Data about the performance of a vehicle
will relate to an individual only if and when it has a purpose or result actually involving that
partcular person, for instance when it is used to evaluate a driver’s performance. Likewise, let us
assume that a public administraton shares informaton with the public, for instance public
transport informaton, which then gets used by another party (e.g. an employer) to generate
partcular consequences involving an identfable individual (perhaps to see whether an
employee’s unpunctuality can be blamed on public transport). Such data could be personal, in
connecton with an individual’s identfers, only from the moment when it is used to generate an
efect involving such individual (i.e. when it relates to him through the result element), since nor
the informaton’s content nor its purpose relate to natural persons.
In the processing instances where the relatonal link is justfed through the purpose or the result
element, rather than through the content one, the informaton considered will not necessarily[97]
qualify as personal from its incepton to its erasure, but only if and to the extent to which it is
meant (or likely) to be used to generate efects involving specifc natural persons. Moreover, as
highlighted in the previous secton, it will stll need to be processed in connecton with additonal
informaton that can lead to their identfcaton to be qualifable as personal. I believe it would be
preferable to shif the general focus of the debate around the infaton of the material scope of
data protecton law from the statc noton of personal data to the processing of personal data.
Data protecton law does not indeed apply to personal data in itself, but to its processing. As a
naturally relatonal concept, personal data is beter understood when considered, dynamically,
within the concrete processing instance evaluated. The purported expansive efects deriving from
the combinaton between the low identfability threshold and the wide range of ways informaton
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can relate to a natural person, as set by EU data protecton law and jurisprudence, seem to be
much less substantal when considering personal data that relate to the data subject by virtue of
their purpose or result within their lifecycle, rather than statcally.
4.2.2 Atribute protecton
The core purpose of data protecton is safeguarding individuals from the harms that might derive
from unfair informaton processing.[98] The noton of personal data, on which EU data protecton
is based, is meant to be potentally applicable to any kind of data, since any informaton can be
hypothetcally used to generate harmful consequences afectng human beings. In other words,
data protecton law does not aim at protectng individuals only from the misuse of their identtes,
but from the misuse of their atributes[99] – their characteristcs and defning traits – too. From
this perspectve, the fact that any data can become personal data is a regulatory ‘feature’, rather
than a ‘bug’, necessary to provide the fexible, contextual protecton in context EU data protecton
is meant to aford.
The concept of personal data must be framed diachronically: the exact same piece of informaton
can be anonymous or personal depending on the context, actors, and tme of processing.[100]
Atributes, when the natural person they are linked to is not identfable, are not directly covered
by EU data protecton legislaton: they are data about people, rather than data about a person.
That remains true up to a certain point in the informaton’s lifecycle – the applicaton of the
inference to a specifc natural person – afer which data protecton law kicks in.
Statstcal informaton – e.g. an anonymised, aggregated dataset – for instance does not allow the
singling out of specifc individuals from the sample of reference. Its proper sanitzaton prevents
identty inference, impeding that an atacker identfes a specifc individual within the record.
Depending on the concrete circumstances of the case, the atacker can however ofen infer
meaningful atributes about a data subject, without being able to identfy the record linked with
that specifc individual. EU data protecton law, as an individual right, does not safeguard from
group inferences per se,[101] but does grant atribute protecton as soon as the processing
purpose or result relate to a specifc natural person, without limitng itself to identty protecton. It
does so by considering personal data also informaton whose content does not directly relate to
natural persons, but that is stll ted, through its purpose or result, to specifc individuals through
auxiliary informaton that render them identfable. For instance, aggregated data showing the
average income in my neighbourhood cannot be personal on its own: I cannot be singled out from
the aggregated record, and statstcal informaton is merely relatable to me, not actually related.
As soon as the very same informaton gets linked with additonal identfers to be used with a
partcular purpose or result involving me as a specifc identfable individual – for instance, if it gets
used as a proxy for credit ratng – such data does however become personal.[102]
Any data can theoretcally generate informatonal harm: not just the informaton whose content
refers to an individual, but whichever data can be used with a partcular purpose or to generate
relevant consequences for the data subject. As the Artcle 29 Working Party states,[103] the
capacity to infer informaton about a person (i.e. one of her atributes) must be considered when
assessing the level of protecton anonymizaton should aford, along with the possibility to single
her out or to link diferent records concerning that person.[104] The mere possibility to infer an
atribute applicable to a group (e.g. the average income in a certain area code) does not however
render the data personal by itself: it merely makes it relatable to a person. The inference becomes
personal when it begins to be actually related to the data subject, which requires auxiliary
informaton leading to that specifc person’s direct or indirect identfability. EU data protecton is
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thus meant to safeguard whichever atribute might characterise a person, but only from the
moment where the group inference starts to be related to a specifc identfable person.[105]

4.3 Modulatng identfability
The identfability test adopted by European data protecton law and jurisprudence is, potentally,
very broad. Natural persons are deemed identfable if the controller or another person can single
them out, directly or indirectly, through all means likely reasonably to be used – i.e. unless those
means are practcally impossible or illegal[106] – in consideraton of the state of the art.
Individuals can theoretcally be identfed through several means and by many actors. At the same
tme, singling people out from a group has arguably never been easier for a motvated atacker.
Competent authorites, for instance, are well within the meaning of ‘another person’, and have
ofen the power to compel the producton of the auxiliary informaton necessary to te all sort of
data to specifc natural persons. An order from a competent authority will thus ofen be a ‘means
likely reasonably’ to be used to identfy the natural person to which the informaton relates. This
logically leads to a low threshold afer which a person is to be considered as legally identfable.
This should not however lead an ‘identfability assumpton’, where – in case of doubt – individuals
are to be considered as identfable by default under the GDPR. While the necessity to avoid
elusion mandates the adopton of a low and fexible identfability thresholds, EU data protecton
law, jurisprudence, and doctrine, also provide a number of criteria and consideratons through
which to modulate the identfability test.
4.3.1 Means to identfy and reasonable likelihood
Determining identfability must be done on a case-by-case basis, for each concrete processing
instance, through the interpretatve criteria made available by the law and its jurisprudence. The
mere theoretcal possibility of identfcaton is not sufcient to render someone identfable: such
possibility must be concrete, modelled according all objectve factors of the processing.[107] The
‘means likely reasonably to be used by the data controller or by another person’ should be
interpreted in light of the functoning of EU data protecton law, which singles out each processing
instance by reference to the data processed, the actors involved, and the purposes of the
processing.
To ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be used to identfy the natural person, one
should consider all objectve factors pertaining to the processing:[108] account must be taken of
‘all’ the means ‘likely reasonably’ to be used for identfcaton by the controller and third partes,
paying special atenton to the current state of technology, and the constant increase in computng
power, know-how, and tools available.[109] However, mere theoretcal chance is not sufcient to
deem a person identfable; if, taking into account ‘all the means likely reasonably to be used by
the controller or any other person’, that possibility does not exist or is negligible, the person
should not be considered as identfable.[110] That is the case if the identfcaton of the data
subject is prohibited by law, or practcally impossible, which happens when the risk of
identfcaton is deemed, in reality, to be insignifcant.[111] ‘Objectve’ factors, I believe, should be
interpreted as referring to the contextual and environmental elements of the processing, rather
than to the mere existence of the means that can be used to identfy a person.
To be clear, I am not arguing for a switch to a paradigm where identfability depends on the
subjectve, relatve capacity of the entty performing the identfcaton atempt – the controller or
‘another person’. I believe, however, that artfcially removing contextual consideratons from the
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identfability assessment can lead to perverse results, as much as basing the assessment on the
capabilites of the controller alone would render data protecton law too easily avoidable. The
objectvity of the factors to be considered when determining identfability should be referred to
the environment in which the controller operates: the CJEU does indeed refer to practcal
impossibility,[112] not to impossibility tout court, when discussing the means that are not likely
reasonably to be used to identfy the data subject.
The GDPR exemplifes the factors to be considered when determining a person’s identfability by
referring to the costs of and the amount of tme required for identfcaton, taking into
consideraton the state of the art.[113] Other important factors are, for instance, the intended
purpose of the processing, the way it is structured, the advantage expected by the controller and
the interests at stake for individuals, as well as the risk of organisatonal and technical failures.
[114] Indeed, the subjectve motvaton of the atacker might impact the identfability threshold:
some datasets will be more desirable than others. For example, informaton might be more likely
to lead to the identfcaton of the data subject if it has a signifcant commercial value, or if it can
be used for law enforcement or intelligence purposes. Atackers might be also drawn if the
informaton reveals newsworthy informaton about public fgures, or if it can be used for politcal
purposes, or even if it could just raise curiosity.[115]
The availability of auxiliary data that might be used to identfy the data subject must be
contemplated too, both in terms of its public availability as well as considering how certain
atackers might have access to privileged informaton that allow to identfy individuals.
Identfcaton risks increase where someone is likely to know a large amount of auxiliary data
about a person, such as family members, colleagues, doctors, or other professionals. The auxiliary
data needed to perform re-identfcaton could of course also be informaton available to
businesses or organisatons, including law enforcement, judicial authorites, or other public-sector
bodies; it could also be published on the Internet, available to everyone.[116]
The identfability test is meant to be dynamic, and should consider both the state of the art at the
tme of the processing and the possibilites for future development during the foreseen processing
period. Storage tme is a paramount factor in determining identfability’s threshold. What may not
be likely reasonably possible today, or in a month, might become feasible in a decade.
Identfcaton must be put in relaton to the informaton’s lifecycle, and thus the controller should
consider the possibility of future identfcaton, which may make the data personal (from that
moment on, not retroactvely). Data controllers should stay aware of relevant developments, and
enact the necessary technical and organisatonal measures.
Technical and organisatonal consideratons are partcularly important in determining the factors
that may render the data subject identfable, and thus the controller might consider testng the
likelihood that the identfcaton, if atempted, would be successful.[117] In some circumstances it
can be difcult to establish such risk, partcularly where complex statstcal methods might be used
by a third party to match various pieces of anonymised data. It can be good practce to perform a
re-identfcaton test to ascertain the potental for re-identfcaton, atemptng to re-identfy
individuals from the datasets that are being assessed.[118] Such ‘motvated intruder’[119] test
essentally involves considering whether an atacker would be capable to achieve re-identfcaton,
if adequately motvated. The approach assumes that the atacker is motvated, competent, and
has access to resources commensurate with the motvaton it may have for the re-identfcaton.
[120]
The criteria that have been provided to help in the interpretaton of the noton of personal data,
partcularly with respect to the identfability test, seem to mirror what has been defned, in the
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feld of statstcal confdentality, as the ‘data environment’:[121] the set of formal and informal
structures, processes, mechanisms and agents that act on, defne, control, or interact with data, or
provide interpretable context for such data. Each data environment has been framed as consistng
of four components: data, agency, governance, and infrastructure.[122] The data element
considers the informaton available within the environment; the agency one models how agents
might act on and in the environment; the governance element identfes the discipline of the
users’ interacton with the data; and the infrastructure component considers the physical and
logical structures and processes that regulate the data environment. While the concept of data
environment pertains to the statstcal confdentality milieu, it might well provide for a way to
formalise identfability – and perhaps the status of informaton as personal tout court – within the
context of the right to personal data protecton.[123]
4.3.2 From ‘any other person’ to ‘another person’
The interpretaton of what consttutes a means reasonably likely to identfy a person is not the
only factor that can lead to the infaton of the identfability component of the noton of personal
data. The fact that identfability must be tested against the means available to both the controller
and ‘another person’ can also lead to an excessively low identfcaton threshold, and hence, in
conjuncton with the width of the ‘relatng to’ link, to the disproportonate width of the defniton
of personal data. In this regard, I hold that the ‘another person’ Recital 26 of the GDPR refers to
should be interpreted teleologically:[124] it should be ‘likely reasonably’ for the controller or the
processor to have access to the third party possessing the auxiliary informaton that permit the
identfcaton of the data subject.[125] The mere existence of a third party with powerful means to
which the controller cannot actually have access should not be considered as ‘likely reasonably’ to
be used to identfy a person.
To determine whether a natural person is identfable, the GDPR mandates the consideraton of all
the means reasonably likely to be used, either by the controller or by another person, to identfy
the data subject, directly or indirectly.[126] For data to be personal, it is not necessary that it
alone identfes the data subject; it is not required for all the informaton enabling the
identfcaton of the data subject to be in the hands of a single entty, either[127] – as long as
access to that entty is reasonably likely for the data controller. Indeed, a strict literal
interpretaton of the concept of personal data could expand its scope to all informaton all the
tme, regardless of the informaton’s inability to reveal the data subject on its own: ‘(i)t would
never be possible to rule out, with absolute certainty, the possibility that there is no third party in
possession of additonal data which may be combined with that informaton and are, therefore,
capable of revealing a person’s identty’.[128]
Just as the means that may be used by the controller must be constrained to the likely reasonably
ones only, so the third partes who may be approached by a controller to identfy the data subject
should be understood as the ones that can likely reasonably be accosted. Reasonable likelihood
would not occur when contact with those third partes is exceedingly costly, considering both
human and economic capital, practcally impossible, or prohibited by law.[129] Such an
interpretaton has been put forth by Advocate General Campos Sànchez-Bordona in the Breyer v
Germany case; while the CJEU did not reject it, it did not explicitly confrm its validity either. I
believe clarifying that the same ‘reasonable likelihood’ test applicable to the means for
identfcaton could (and should) be applied to the ‘any other person’ that can identfy the data
subject in lieu of the data controller would have provided valuable guidance from the CJEU.
In this sense, it seems signifcatve to point out a notable diference between Recital 26 of the
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GDPR, and its predecessor, Recital 26 of the DPD. While Recital 26 of the DPD specifed that, to
determine whether a person is identfable, one should consider ‘all the means likely reasonably to
be used either by the controller or by any other person’, Recital 26 of the GDPR indicates that
‘account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used […] either by the controller
or by another person’. That would seem a meaningful semantc diference. The syntagms ‘any
other person’ and ‘another person’ are not equivalent: the former conveys that the means to be
considered when determining the identfability of a data subject can be available to any person;
the later clarifes that such means do not necessarily have to be available to the controller, but
can be available to another person too. It is stll too early to see how courts will interpret this
lexical change, but moving from the postulaton that the concept of personal data in the GDPR
mirrors the one in the DPD, it is reasonable to assume that the legislature meant to clarify that
there are situatons where the fact that a person is identfable by a partcularly resourceful
controller does not make that person identfable by any controller by default.
The breadth of the identfability element can thus be tempered by a number of consideratons
and parameters which, while guiding in the interpretaton of the concept of personal data, also
contribute in narrowing it down to a reasonable dimension. The fexibility and contextual nature of
the noton of personal data requires a case-by-case approach to determining whether informaton
is personal or not. The discreton of the interpreter is however bound by a number of factors that,
if followed, would prevent outcomes deviatng from the rato legis of EU data protecton law.

5. Conclusion
The combinaton between the low identfability threshold and the multple ways in which
informaton can relate to natural persons render the noton of personal data potentally very
broad. Individuals are ubiquitously tracked through the devices they carry, and advances in
technology and research make identfcaton a progressively easier endeavour. At the same tme,
informaton can be linked to (identfable) natural persons in many ways – i.e. through its content,
its purpose, or its result. The noton of personal data, and the identfability/anonymity dichotomy
on which it is based, can thus be seen as overly fuzzy and expansive concepts. Such concern is
more than legitmate from a regulatory perspectve, thinking de iure condendo. However, focusing
on it while determining, de iure condito, what consttutes processing of personal data, can lead to
perverse results. Law, jurisprudence, and doctrine, nonetheless, provide enough exegetc tools to
ensure that the concept of personal data remains fexible enough not to deprive individuals from
their right to data protecton, while stll sufciently narrow as not to cover all data all the tme.
I have argued that the potental over-infaton of the concept of personal data within the current
regulatory framework is due, in partcular, to the possibility to interpret too extensively the
identfability requirement and the meaning of ‘relatng to’. I have also argued, however, that the
law and the related doctrine and jurisprudence also contains elements that can permit to avoid an
overly extensive interpretaton. The GDPR embeds a certain degree of fexibility in its applicaton,
which refects also on the noton of personal data and on the elements that compose it. The
potental width of the ‘relatng to’ link is tempered by its interacton with the identfability
requirement, partcularly if one considers (personal) data within its lifecycle, and the fact that EU
data protecton law is meant to regulate the processing of individual atributes too, not just
identfers. On the other hand, the expansive efect of the identfability requirement can be reined
in by applying the plethora of criteria devised to perform the ‘reasonable likely’ test not only to
the means that can be used to identfy the data subject, but also on the persons to whom those
means can be available, and on their relatonship with the controller.
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Despite its indeterminate and relatve character, I believe that the noton of personal data can stll
be a viable basis for policy and legislaton. A nuanced epistemological approach to determining
what consttutes personal data, through the appropriate interpretatve criteria, either mitgates
the dreaded efects of an overextension of the material scope of EU data protecton law, or
justfes the ratonale for which informaton should be considered personal.
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